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The Gaza War: The Real Problem 

With Friends Like Chuck Schumer, Who Needs Enemies? 

by Bassam Tawil  •  March 19, 2024 at 5:00 am 

▪ Rather than taking tangible steps towards peace, [Palestinian 

Authority President Mahmoud] Abbas has done nothing but bypass 

and evade bilateral negotiations with Israel, while taking extremely 

tangible steps toward terrorism – from rewarding terrorists, or the 

families of those who murder Jews, with "$345-$1200" a month for 

life, to repeating that terrorist murderers are "heroes" -- all the while 

admitting that Palestinians are not the indigenous people there. 

▪ As for Schumer's "two-state solution," 64% of Palestinians said they 

are opposed to the idea. Those polled would like a one-state solution: 

a Palestinian state with no "Israel" anywhere in sight. More than 60% 

also expressed support for an "armed struggle" against Israel. 

▪ "[T]he only thing we should be focused on is changing the regime in 

Gaza, bringing down the terrorist regime of Hamas, and not the duly 
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elected government of Israel." — Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu, Fox News, March 17, 2024, 

▪ The reason [the Palestinians] just keep "saying no" is because they do 

not want a Palestinian State next to Israel, they want a Palestinian 

State instead of Israel. 

▪ Schumer, by signaling to Hamas and other terrorists that the 

Americans are on their side against Netanyahu and the Israeli 

government, has painstakingly emboldened them. 

▪ Many Arabs understand -- unlike Schumer and many in the Biden 

administration -- that the real problem is the Iranian regime and its 

terror proxies. 

 
Pictured: Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer departs from the Senate Chambers in the U.S. 

Capitol Building on March 14, 2024 in Washington, DC. (Photo by Anna Moneymaker/Getty Images) 

In a speech on March 14, 2024, US Senate Democratic Majority Leader 

Chuck Schumer said: 

"The only real and sustainable solution to this decades-old [Arab-Israeli] 

conflict is a negotiated two-state solution — a demilitarized Palestinian 



state living side-by-side with Israel in equal measures of peace, security, 

prosperity, dignity and mutual recognition." 

Schumer and his friends in the Biden administration who continue to talk 

about a two-state solution are either naïve or ignorant of the sentiments 

among the Palestinians, most of whom support the Iran-backed Hamas 

terror group, which does not recognize Israel's right to exit and does seek to 

replace it with an Islamic state. 

Continue Reading Article  

Biden Administration Seeking to Overthrow Israeli 

Government to Save Hamas 

by Daniel Greenfield  •  March 19, 2024 at 4:00 am 

▪ One Israeli expert frequently consulted by American officials says, "I 

have been asked by a serious administration figure what it is that will 

force the Netanyahu coalition to collapse. They were interested in the 

mechanics, what can we demand which will collapse his coalition." 

▪ [O]ur intelligence apparatus is rotted through with Islamic terror 

supporters and sympathizers. 

▪ The 2024 ODNI assessment treats Netanyahu like a leader to be 

overthrown and suggests that this would be a good outcome. It's a 

hostile act from a hostile administration that is doing everything it 

can to save Islamic terrorists. 
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The 2024 "Annual Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence Community," published by the Office of 

the Director of National Intelligence treats Israel's Prime Minister Benjmain Netanyahu like a leader to 

be overthrown and suggests that this would be a good outcome. It's a hostile act from a hostile 

administration that is doing everything it can to save Islamic terrorists. Pictured: US President Joe 

Biden meets with Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in Tel Aviv, Israel on October 18, 

2023. (Photo by Brendan Smialowski/AFP via Getty Images) 

Since October 7, the Biden administration pivoted from backing Israel's 

effort to remove Hamas, to backing the effort by Hamas allies from 

Dearborn, Michigan to Doha, Qatar to overthrow the Israeli government in 

order to save Hamas. 

One Israeli expert frequently consulted by American officials says: "I have 

been asked by a serious administration figure what it is that will force the 

Netanyahu coalition to collapse. They were interested in the mechanics, 

what can we demand which will collapse his coalition." 

"What can we demand which will collapse his coalition" is revealing as 

hell. The Obama administration was infamous for trying to use pressure on 

Israel to create splits inside its coalition government. Biden's people are 

trying to do the same thing. 



 

The report comes from Noga Tarnopolsky, and calling her biased and 

hostile is an understatement, but this stuff is now showing up in intelligence 

reports. 

Continue Reading Article  
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